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忍者 
 
A ninja was an assassin or a hired fighter.  A soldier that fights for money is called a mercenary.  Ninja 
specialized in non-traditional samurai warfare. The functions of the ninja included political assassinations, 
spying, infiltration of enemy castles and acts of terror.  Ninja means “stealth,” or “hidden” in the sense of 
“arriving unseen out of darkness.” 
 
The ninja emerged as mercenaries in the 15th century, where they were recruited as spies, raiders, arsonists and 
even terrorists.  Among the samurai, a sense of ritual and honor was observed, where one was expected to fight 
one-on-one and out in the open.  Such was not the case with ninja and for this reason the ninja were universally 
detested by the samurai class.  Because of this hatred, any ninja captured met a grisly death.  Boiling alive in a 
pot of oil was the preferred samurai method of dealing with captured fighters.  Crucifixion was also popular, 
with the victim suffering hours of agony as bamboo shards were driven into body cavities and beneath finger 
and toe nails. 
 
Originally the ninja came from two ūji living in the mountains of central Japan during the 15th century.  Thus 
the origins of the ninja were originally from the samurai class. In the 15th century, ūji needing more samurai 
went to the Iga and the Kōga clans and paid their samurai to fight for them.  After the destruction of the Iga and 
Kōga ūji through years of warfare, ninja had to be recruited from the underclass. Because of this, ninja recruits 
were no longer samurai, but bē.  To this day, ninja are associated with the underclass, fitting the meaning 
behind the word ēta, “the dirty” or “the unworthy.” 
 
After the 15th century, ninja were mercenaries hired out by a daimyō to murder other tribal warlords or to 
commit acts of terror in opposing ūji villages.  Arson was the favorite act of sabotage for ninja.  A ninja 
killer-team would sneak into a village in the middle of the night.  Those targeted for murder were overwhelmed 
in their sleep, gagged by having wax stuffed down their throats, tied down with silk sashes and then left to burn 
alive as their homes were set on fire.  Many times ninja were hired to create confusion during a major samurai 
battle.  These mercenaries would wear the armor and the sashimōnō of the opposing samurai, waiting to strike 
down unsuspecting warriors in the heat of battle.  Obviously this would cause chaos since it was impossible to 
know friend from foe.  “Death from a friend,” was the traditional way this was described.  Ninja were also hired 
to break sieges of samurai castles.  To this end, ninja were master climbers, climbing the walls of castles at 
night to silently open up the gates for a samurai army waiting outside.  The ninja did not always work alone. 
Teamwork techniques existed.   For example, in order to scale a wall, a group of ninja might carry each other on 
their backs, or provide a human platform to assist an individual in reaching greater heights.  Tools used for 
infiltration and espionage were some of the most abundant artifacts related to the ninja. Ropes and grappling 
hooks were common, and were tied to the belt.  Assassination was a ninja specialty.   In the 16th century a single 
female ninja called the “Black Widow” poisoned nine daimyōs in a single year.  Sneaking into their homes at 
night, she would wait in the rafters above until the warlord fell asleep.  Once asleep, the Black Widow would 
lower a string of silk from the rafters and then let poison run down the string into the mouth of her intended 
victim. 
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Early drawings of ninjas were shown to be dressed in black in order to portray a sense of invisibility.  Some 
historians argue that black robes, perhaps slightly tainted with red to hide bloodstains, were indeed the sensible 
garment of choice for infiltration.  While the image of a ninja clad in black clothing is prevalent in popular 
media, there is no written evidence for such a costume.  Instead, it was much more common for the ninja to be 
disguised as civilians.  Though the kimōnō and the ōbi were worn only by samurai, they were also popular 
among ninja since they were masters of disguise.  The popular notion of black clothing is rooted in popular 
legend and Hollywood.  
 
Although shorter swords and daggers were used, the katana was the ninja's weapon of choice, and was 
sometimes carried on the back.  The katana had several uses beyond normal combat.  In dark places, the 
scabbard could be extended out of the sword, and used as a long probing device.  
The katana could even be used as a device to stun enemies before attacking them, by putting a combination of 
red pepper, dirt or dust, and iron filings into the area near the top of the scabbard, so that as the sword was 
drawn the concoction would fly into the enemy's eyes, stunning him until a lethal blow could be made.  An 
array of darts, spikes, knives, and sharp, star-shaped discs were known collectively as shuriken. While not 
exclusive to the ninja, they were an important part of the arsenal, where they could be thrown in any direction. 
 
Despite many popular folktales, historical accounts of the ninja are very hard to find. Historian Stephen 
Turnbull argues that because ninja were mostly recruited from the lower class there was little interest in ninja in 
Feudal Japan.  Instead, since the samurai were the dominant social class much more was written about Japan’s 
professional military class.  Because of this we have very few written accounts of ninja in history.  The accounts 
we do have are wedded in myth or have been stereotyped by Hollywood. 
 

  
16th century woodblock print of the popular ninja image 
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/72/Hokusai-sketches---hokusai-manga-vol6-crop.jpg

